Askari Safari
Photography Masterclass
Askari is proud to offer a photographic adventure for those who wish to
‘develop’ (no pun intended) their skills as a photographer under the expert
guidance of a world class professional instructor
and one of Africa’s top safari guides.
This adventure whilst centered on wildlife
photography will also encompasses the heart of
Africa, our diverse people and magical scenery.
Under perfect conditions, bright blue skies,
spectacular sunrises and sunsets, learn from two experts, one a full time
professional who is a world renowned photographic instructor and the
other a top African guide, who will teach you all about learning to read
wildlife, their subtle tell tail signs that give you those vital seconds to
prepare for the upcoming action shot.
This safari caters for all levels of photographers, the key is you will have
plenty of time with the two instructors to help you up your game.
The safari starts at one of the World’s Seven Natural Wonders, the Victoria
Falls. We will visit the Falls twice during our four day stay, catching the Falls
in early morning and late evening is like visiting two different places. We
will also spend time visiting local markets, schools, art galleries, going on
sunset river cruises, bird photography tours along the river and even visiting
a wildlife rehabilitation center. During the evenings we will catch some
cultural shows where you can start to hone your low light photography at
the same time as dinning on some excellent cuisine.

The pace slows down when on the fourth
day we travel down to Hwange National
Park, stopping at culturally enriching
attractions along the way. The plan for the
day is to split into two groups, which we
will alternate mornings and evenings, one
with the Instructor, one with the Guide.
Those with the instructor will spend quality
time, going over all the key elements to
taking stunning shots, the guide will educate
you on wildlife traits, characteristics and behaviors so you can set up and
anticipate wildlife movements well in advance. Each lunchtime we will
return to camp and the guide will go through the mornings shots, helping
people understand the basics of developing the shot using various
programs such as Lightroom. The afternoons are usually spent at or near
waterholes, taking shots at unique angles and preparing for the allimportant sunset shot. After a delicious dinner we will rig up a screen and
review each other’s work. Some evenings we will go out on game drives
and try night photography or work on our star photography. The African
sky is a magical chance to view the Southern Constellations, free of any
ambient light or pollution.
During the safari we will visit two different camps that showcase two very
different topographies, working on our scenic shots from hill ranges, to
forests, to savannas and all that they encompass.
For the 12 night adventure, all-inclusive the cost is $9,900 per person
sharing. The cost does not include the price of airfare to and from Victoria
Falls.
For further information please reach out to Kathy or Sjaan,
kathy@askarisafari.com sjaan@askarisafari.com

